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CONTACT

The Gineste-Marescotti Institutes, an in-
ternational network of approved trainers, 
from various educational backgrounds 
(nurses, physiotherapists, psycholo-
gists, psychomotricians, nutritionists, 
occupational therapists, doctors…) and 
with great field experience.

In 2013, we created a quality label called “Humanitude label” to perpetuate the quality 
of care and the quality of work life around the 5 principles of Humanitude and over 300 
quality criteria.

LIVING SPACE
WHERE LIFE PROJECT COME TRUE

AN INTERNATIONAL NETWORK

HUMANITUDE LABEL

Over 50,000 professional caregivers trained 
working in more than 1,000 institutions

We started in France in 2003, we are now
present in almost all west European countries

We were called in Japan in 2012

We are ready to start in the USA

RESPECT FOR SINGULARITY
AND INTIMACY

NO FORCED CARE
WITHOUT ABANDONMENT

TO LIVE AND DIE STANDING
OPENING TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD

LABEL HUMANITUDE CERTIFIED INSTITUTIONS VOUCH FOR US :

“The personnel is proud and loyal. Residents and fa-
milies praise the quality of life provided. Humanitude 
is an approach promoting experiment and innova-
tion every day.” 
Maison de l’Amitié – Albi (France)

Less sick leaves, less drug prescriptions, less incon-
tinence protections.”
Résidence Massy Vilmorin – Massy (France)
"Less days spent in hospital for our residents, fewer 
falls.” - Résidence Le Sequoia – Illzach (France)



The Methodology of care Gineste-Marescotti® and The Philosophy of Humanitude® are 
concepts and training programs intended for personnel working in elderly care facilities 
as well as for family caregivers. 

This rigorous methodology, scientifically assessed, based on over 30 years’ field expe-
rience, allows to reach the following objectives :

To get to these achievements, Yves Gineste and Rosette Marescotti have developed 
over 150 techniques of care based on the 4 pillars of Humanitude : 

IMPROVING OR MAINTAINING 
ELDERLIES’ AUTONOMY AND 
PREVENTING
RESTRICTIONS TO ARM-CHAIR, 
BEDRIDDEN

PACIFYING AND PREVENTING
BEHAVIOURAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL

SYNDROMES OF DEMENTIA
OCCURRING DURING CARE ACTS

IMPROVING WORKING CONDI-
TIONS BY REDUCING RISK
FACTORS OF BURNOUT

IMPLEMENTING AN ETHICAL 
FRAMEWORK TO PROMOTE PER-
MANENT REFLEXION ABOUT CARE 
ACTS, TO HARMONIZE PRACTICES 
AND TO HAVE A COHERENT MA-
NAGEMENT

TRANSFORMING INSTITUTIONS 
INTO LIVING PLACES WHERE 
LIFE PROJECTS COME TRUE.

Reduction by 80% of BPSD
IPRIM research 2008 in France, MUNAKATA H. research 2015 in Japan
Decrease by 7 in prescription of neuroleptics
between 2005 and 2008 at Hôpital gériatrique Les Magnolias in France
Reduction by 60% of days spent in hospital
by residents living at La Matinière nursing home in France
Significant decrease of burnout syndrome
MIO ITO research in Japan 2015

THE GAZE

THE TOUCH

THE NOTION 
OF

VERTICALITY

THE SPEECH

It is more difficult to keep looking at elder-
lies affected by syndromes of Dementia or 
near the end of life. A gaze of Humanitude 
is a set of techniques leading to positive 
emotional sensation and to the recogni-
tion of the other;

Our hands are an essential tool in the re-
lation and care. Our techniques will teach 
how to professionalize the touch in order 
to reassure, appease, give confidence but 
also to guarantee softness during mani-
pulations and security during mobiliza-
tions;

Verticality is proper to the man. It must be 
preserved up to the end.

Speech is based on two elements, words 
and tone. In Humanitude, we work on a 
tone which needs to soft, calm and me-
lodious leading to love, tenderness and 
pride. Professionalizing the speech means 
also to apply the “auto-feedback” when a 
person has difficulty in communicating or 
cannot communicate at all;

SCIENTIFIC STUDIES AND IMPACTS MEASURED BY OUR CUSTOMERS
TESTIFY THE QUALITY OF CARE OBSERVED ON THE FIELD :


